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Pre-departure Endeavors...

The day I first stepped foot into the Rotary Club of Larchmont, in early 2010,I had no

idea I was entering into the beginning of a life-changing journey. My intention was only
to get back to Madagascar in any way possible- a goal to help Ranomafana National Park
involve children in conservation and development; something I'd been working towards,
at that point for four years. I applied for numerous grants with the support of impressive
leaders throughout academic and professional disciplines. My applications often made it
to the last stage, and then, would not go through. I knew what I needed was my own
credentials, someone willing to invest in the first step of many. I needed the Rotary.

With Rotary Club of Larchmont President Marilyn Masiero as coach and sponsor,I had

read my Rotary ABC's, handbook and history, and prepared well for the interview with
all my documents in order. After a group of leading figures from District7230 completed
the interviews,I was soon informed that I would be going to Madagascar, and I couldn't
have been happier. I began to give talks to various clubs, and immediately flew to France

to begin immersion lessons. When I returned home, Rotary International's letter arrived
that there was a travel ban on Madagascar, and I needed to choose another option. Ever
since first leaving Madagascar,I have felt strongly that great gifts needed to be honored.I
couldn't abandon my Madagascar support network, so rather than Ghana or Sri Lanka,I
chose England. University of Sussex was home to Madagascar's pioneer voice of the
children and lemurs, Dr. Alison Jolly, and as she informed me, a great MA program in
International Education and Development, where I could earn the credentials I needed.

Thus, the preparations began. I joined the inbound New York7230 scholars for a

welcome seminar on October 2,2OlO, attended a Multi-District Foundation Seminar on
October 16,20lO with RI VP Thomas M. Thorfinnson, the End Polio Now Celebration
on February 23,2A11 in New York City with RI President Ray Klinginsmith.I also had
the honor to help out at club fundraisers, partake in a series of speaking engagements, and
join committee meetings and parties. Throughout, Marilyn Masiero ensured that I had all
my paperwork in order, that I understood my role as Scholar and the principles that I was
intended to represent. The Rotary Club of Larchmont had a lovely send off with thorough
encouragement. And with host counselor, Rotarian Jim Hatfield, I had months of friendly
contact- stories, photos, and logistical support, even before I left New York.
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Journeys in England Begin... Culture, Studies, and Goodwill

Awaiting me off the plane were my gracious Rotary hosts, Jim and Jean Hatfield from the
Rotary elub of Lewes. We drove through England's windy roads of seemingly endless
countiy, beautiful homes from every era, and cozy-looking pubs. I was immediately
immeried in delicious English tea and biscuits, and we found that while we all spoke
"English", our languages were quite different. Suddenly, a sweater was a jumper, garbage
was the bin, and a flashlight was a torch. We laughed over the language barriers.

Soon after they helped me settle in to my flat in Brighton,I gave my first talk to my host

club. They hold their meetings at the White Hart Hotel, where Thomas Paine used to go

to drink and argue politics- a hub of his freethinking influence. I compared the constant
newness of New York's creative innovation to the deep historic roots in Lewes. It was

clear that this would be the perfect place for my research on Madagascar to take root, so

new solutions could meet the real histories and present cultures. The club was comprised
of fifty, nicely suited, men- we toasted to the queen and President Jim put on his grand

necklace of pins- a tradition throughout Rotary in England. After the meeting, Jim and I
walked through Lewes to see its historic railway, castle, shops and the brewery, whose
buildings dated back to medieval times. Through Jim's eyes I've seen England's history
in its building materials and innovations. What struck me most is none of these places

were preserved as museums of time, but bustled with life and youthfulness.

My first weekend was spent up north in Stafford, to meet other inbound Rotary scholars
studying throughout the United Kingdom for the Scholar Link Weekend. It was quite an

affair; we toured historic sites with more castles and medieval towns, stayed in Darwin's
birthplace, and saw the first Iron Bridge. The highlight for me was meeting my fellow
scholars- we all shared a similar passion for positive global change through hard work,
service above self, and friendly relationships. It was easy to bond over the incredible
spread of events from a formal seminar in the beautiful town hall with prominent UK
Rotarians to an informal traditional barn dance that had everyone up and moving.



And with that, my studies began. Even my program is rooted in history. Our program

leader introduced the longstanding history and reputation of the program in International
Education and Development. My fellow classmates ranged in experience, many having

spent years training teachers, working for embassies, or setting up programs, for many
years before their arrival to the program. As one of the youngest students, I have the
extraordinary opportunity to profit off of my classmates' wisdom. The first term began

with Debates - a course taught by all the professors on theoretical roots of International
Education and Development, and then, moved into Perspectives, where we discussed

these theories in terms of practice and policy. Every day provoked incredible thought,
and the class often felt that we needed our own time to discuss and process these ideas.

So, I became a social chair, and helped organize weekly ways for us to get together.

Meanwhile, Jim was busy getting all my events and outings in order. Before the District
Welcome Dinner, Jim took me to see a historical site filled with beautiful Sussex homes
throughout the eras, alongside big workhorses and Sussex sheep! Then, we hopped over
to the District Welcome Dinner where 135 DistricL l25O Rotarians had come together to
meet my three fellow Japanese scholars and myself. Our scholarship coordinator David
Warwick had gone above and beyond to put on quite the evening and receive us in style.



Alison Jolly, leading voice for Madagascar, invited me to her home in Lewes for us to
meet in person and discuss my studies. Alison Jolly was about to return to Madagascar to
review various efforts in education. UNICEF was reconfiguring the outdated national
curriculum, and she shared many efforts (like, Connecting Classrooms) being developed

throughout the country. Alison Jolly has been leading the Ako ProjecG a series of picture

books and ecosystem posters intended to introduce Malagasy children to their unique

animals and ecosystems through proverbial stories, ridden with beautifully illustrated and

culturally reflective nuances in the local language. It will be the first time many of these

children and teachers will see picture books,let alone hear about the natural wonders so

unique to Madagascar, whose plights are deeply interconnected with their own survival.
We engaged in conversations about countless ideas for Madagascar, and her husband, Sir

Richard Jolly, himself, the former head of UNICEF, joined us for some tea and cakes.

I further explored England through my host counselor's wild world of steam engines. Jim

Hatfield opened the shed filled with old railway cars, steam-driven lawn mowers, and one

beautifully pized lorrey, dating back to the early twenties. These were only a sample- as

some of the collection remains on sea. Jim, Jean and I waxed and shined the steam lorrey
before the Cuckfield Procession. While Jim drove,I shoveled coal into the pit- as the fire
"stoker". The Cuckfield Procession is essentially a parade, where candidates for mayor
raise money for charity, and the most successful is honored with the title. Riding through

the town, children and families lit up, and it was clear to see why Jim loves his lorrey.

The next trip on his steam lorrey was to the Chailey Bonfire: a joyous celebration of the
5'h of November. This time I brought along fellow Rotary Scholar, Risa Mochizuki and
friend, Shital Badwaik, to join in the evening's procession. Some might be surprised to
find a conservationist like myself loving Jim's coal-driven steam lorrey, but our passions

are rooted in a similar thread. We both live to share the beauty of something that's been
around for much more than just our lifetimes, so that others are inspired to preserve its
history and culture. Jim carries this spirit into his work as a historic building surveyor,
where he helps clients appreciate the beauty of their old homes, so that they can both
adapt it to better meet their needs and preserve its integrity. My love of biodiversity is
also about creating bridges from the past, in my case, for Malagasy children and their
natural wonders, so they can participate in creating a healthy and sustainable future.



I also began building bridges in my own MA program. I have been nicknamed by my
classmates 'sustainability girl' for regularly pointing out the underlying relationship of
the environment to our discussions on education and development. While relationships
between poverty and the environment seemed obvious to me,I notice that in the field, it
is much less of a given. Aside from the contagious warmth at every Rotary engagement,I
have found Sussex University to be an additional community of friendship and exchange.

Several classmates approached me to say thanks for drawing attention to the role of the

environment in development. I just received an email today saying, "You're really doing
a fantastic job underlining the importance of environmental education to everything we're
all working towards. I sincerely hope the course conveners heed this for next year." Of
course,I am learning bounds from my experiences with classmates, throughout England,
and with the Rotary, especially about opening channels for communication.

Meanwhile, my MA program is actively engaging with my endeavors. I led a session
early on, introducing concerns and gaining input on Madagascar's education from the
Centre for International Education. I also had the opportunity to share my experiences
teaching, leading a group in Children's Participation and Design at a Participatory
Strategies in Development workshop. And while Madagascar is still far away, we're
actively contributing. Alison Jolly and I began organizing a meeting to bring together
environmental education efforts throughout Madagascar, based in the UK. What began as

just a small meeting, soon, became an important conference, hosted by my MA. On the
27'h of January, over twenty participants will come together to share projects, including:
UNICEF, Wildlife Conservation Society, Blue Ventures, and others, to exchange ideas
about going forward to better meet the integrated needs of children and environments in
Madagascar. Before the meetings, Alison Jolly will present a lecture on "Challenges of
Environmental Education in Madagascar". Thus, in preparation, I am engaging my
classmates with a workshop on Madagascar's children, and environments.

It's an incredible journey watching my worlds coming together, and simultaneously
seeing my future unfold. Any opportunities to bridge conservation and education and
development will have begun here, with the Rotary-the single largest living network of
people organized together under the principle of service above self. Every Rotary
engagement that I attend reminds me, in the same way that Madagascar's rainforest did,
that the world is much bigger than me, but we can accomplish a lot of good when we
work together. This term has inspired a great deal of hope in me for the future, and I plan
to dedicate my life to creating opportunities for others to find reason to hope, too.


